[The automated analysis of anti-nuclear antibodies using technique of indirect reaction of immunofluorescence with application of HEP-2-cells].
The identification of antinuclear antibodies in blood serum based on indirect reaction of immunofluorescence using cells of line HEp-2 (IRIF HEp-2)--a "golden standard" and key screening technique of laboratory diagnostic of autoimmune rheumatic diseases. The automated systems of interpretation of samples offluorescence promote standardization and increase effectiveness of detection of content of antinuclear antibodies with IRIF HEp-2 technique. The study was organized to comparatively analyze automated and visual interpretation of results of IRIF HEp-2 in detection of content antinuclear antibodies in patients with rheumatic diseases. The level of antinuclear antibodies in blood serums of 1178 patients with rheumatic diseases was detected using IRIF HEp-2 technique. The results of IRIF HEp-2 were evaluated by visual microscopy and using automated platform "AKLIDES". The degree of consistency of positive/negative results of detection (k = 0.5), types (k = 0.7) and titers/intensity of fluorescence (k = 0.45) of antinuclear antibodies under automated and traditional interpretation of IRIF HEp-2 was "good". The discordance of positive/negative results of analysis of content of IRIF HEp-2 was established in 18.5% of patients. The automated technique more often detected homogeneous (37.6%) and speckled (32.3%) fluorescence of nucleus. At the same time, there were no differentiation of type of fluorescence in 21.4% of patients. The visual technique detected mixed type of fluorescence in blood serums of most of the patients (72.8%). The mixed fluorescence was identified by system "AKLIDES" as homogeneous (40.5%), speckled (32.7%), nucleolar (2.4%), centromeric (0.9%), undifferentiated (23.5%). Under visual analysis of samples of fluorescence with undifferentiated type of fluorescence was identified as mixed (79.8%), homogeneous (5.9%) and speckled (14.3%). The titers of antinuclear antibodies less than 1:160 associated with intensity of fluorescence 0/B±; 1:160-0, B±, +, ++; more than 1:1280--+++, ++++. In common practice the automated system "AKLIDES" permits identifying positive/negative results of detection of content of antinuclear antibodies comparably with "classic" visual technique of interpretation of IRIF HEp-2 and prognosticate maximal finite titer of antinuclear antibodies in serums in patients with rheumatic diseases according intensity of fluorescence. To confirm results of automated evaluation of types of nuclear fluorescence and to specify titers of antinuclear antibodies it is recommended to apply additional expert visual analysis of positive samples of fluorescence.